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ARSENAL
WE MANUFACTURE TRADICION

WE FORGE STABILITY
WE WORK TOGETHER

ARSENAL JSCo. - Kazanlak is a distinguished multi-func-
tional infra-structural Company with leading positions in
the National Economics and with great experience in design,
manufacturing, engineering and trade in military and civil-
ian products.

ARSENAL JSCo. was founded in 1878 in Rousse as the first
factory meant to serve the newly created Bulgarian Army.
In 1924 due to some strategic considerations the factory was
transferred to Kazanlak by the law of the National Assembly
and was given the name of State Military Works for produc-
tion of cartridges and repair of all military equipment for
the needs of the Army.
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ARSENAL JSCo. - Kazanlak is a distinguished multi-func-
tional infra-structural Company with leading positions in the
National Economics and with great experience in design, manu-
facturing, engineering and trade in military and civilian
products.

ARSENAL JSCo. was founded in 1878 in Rousse as the first
factory meant to serve the newly created Bulgarian Army.
In 1924 due to some strategic considerations the factory was
transferred to Kazanlak by the law of the National Assembly
and was given the name of State Military Works for production
of cartridges and repair of all military equipment for the
needs of the Army.

During that period numerous Contracts have been concluded
with companies all over the world for:
-  Factories for production of anti-aircraft systems,
grenade launchers, ammunition, etc.;
-  Workshops for assembly of assault rifles, machine guns,
ammunition for them, etc.;
-  Workshops for electroplating and heat treatment;
-  Workshops for forging-pressing processing;
-  Lines for electro-mechanical machining;
-  Lines for deep-hole drilling of work pieces
-  Test ranges for small arms;
-  Workshops for production of special tooling, etc
ARSENAL JSCo. has a structured Quality Management System
applicable for design and production of armaments, ammuni-
tion and their components in accordance with the require-
ments of NATO Publication- AQAP 2110. This Quality
Management System is approved and certified by the Ministry
of Defence, Certificate SK No 131/2017.
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The rise of Private Military contractors isn’t new and
novel. The first private military contractor was prob-
ably East India Company which was the first corporate

entity to have its own military that too in 17th Century.
The concept of PMCs can be further antedated to military

arms of Roman catholic church which lead the crusades in me-
dieval era as extended arms of state. The concept of PMCs
has been tweaked in the modern era with Sovereign states
hiring Private Military Contractors do its dirty business in
conflict zones across the world. Americans have doing the
same for years using Blackwater in Baghdad in Iraq to various
other contractors like Purple Shovel in Syria. The Russian
have their militias trained fighting in conflict zones such
as Syria where the FSB uses Chechen rebels and send them to
Syria. Iran uses similar techniques operating various Shia
Militias in Syria & Iraq along with Hezbollah, Assad regime.
UAE too used the services to Erik Prince’s ‘Academi’ in
training mercenary army for Yemen war all of which we have
detailed in our book “The New Global Order” (2016).
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Private Military Contractors:
The Rise of Mercenaries
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AM TACTICAL MAY 2019As per the Congressional Research Service (CRS) report
of 2013 the no of private military contractors operating
in Afghanistan has substantially gone up over the years

amid the talk of a draw down. As per David Francis of Fiscal
Times, there were 1,08,000 private contractors in Afghanistan
of which 30,000 are American far more than US troops present
there. As per latest Pentagon review the no of armed private
security contractors in Afghanistan has gone up 65% since
President Trump took over. Year 2019 statistics show there
2847 armed private security contractors supporting Operation
Freedom’s Sentinel mission in Afghanistan up from 1722 in
January 2017.

It is worth noting that Erik Prince the infamous chief of
Blackwater, who is closely related to Trump Administra-
tion in US has been openly calling for privatization of

Wars in Iraq & Afghanistan to PMCs. Prince’s new venture FSG
based out of Hongkong is also said to be operating training
camps for China in Xinjiang. Prince is currently invested in
securing China’s OBOR and has now diversified in mining min-
erals & resources in countries like Afghanistan or Democratic
Republic of Congo in Africa. Most of the private military
contractors now work for nation states, its intelligence
agencies & even for private companies in securing their in-
vestments in conflict zones. This is so reminiscent of East
of India Company and how it plundered wealth across the world
from India to Africa. As we expounded in our book “The New
Global Order” in MIC Chapter in Part 6, that when “Profits
dictates policies then the tragedy of war becomes a statistic
in itself”. By Asian Warrior
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Best Handgun for Beginners &
Home Defense [2019]

Not sure what pistol to get for your first gun or homedefense?

We’ll cover important decision points such as caliber,ammo, size, ergonomics, price, and safety.

And then end it with some of our personal suggestions.

Glock 17/19 (9mm)
S&W M&P9 M2.0 (9mm)

Springfield XD Mod2 (9mm)
Sig Sauer P320 (9mm)
S&W Model 686+ (.357)
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Caliber…is Bigger Better?

In our previous caliber article, you saw the popular
9mm and .45 ACP cartridges as well as some different
types of bullets such as the full metal jacket (FMJ)

and hollow points.Now, we drill down and recommend getting a 9mm for
your beginner handgun.

Why?

The 9mm is easy to find and cheap when compared to
other calibers (~20 cents for a 9mm FMJ and ~40
cents for a .45 ACP round).  It’s smaller size means

it has mild recoil and higher capacity magazines (usually
15+).Plus, the majority of police forces use 9mm and the

FBI recently returned to the 9mm after finding that
the current .40 S&W rounds were causing excessive

wear on pistols and were less easily controlled by female
agents.
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Ammo: Hollowpoints or Bust

For home defense purposes,
we recommend hollow point
bullets for their stop-

ping power.

9mm 115 gr Federal FMJ vs 124
gr Federal Hydrashok, Top

Ouch…that’s gotta hurt!  Two of the most popular are
Speer Gold Dot and Federal Hydrashok.  We cover
everything in our Ammo & Reloading section.Depending on your caliber, you’ll want to take a look
at one of these articles:
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Handgun SizeThe most important
thing about choosing
the best handgun is

fit.We recommend getting
a “full size” hand-
gun which means

close to 5″ barrels.Having a full sized
handgun makes it
easier to shoot

since there’s more mass
to absorb recoil, a
larger area to grip, and
a longer sight radius from the front sight to the rear
sight.

Glock 17 Grip (Fullsize)

But…if you think you
might do concealed
carry in the future

and don’t want to get
another gun…you can try
out the compact size
too.You lose a little

sight radius but
free up some grip

space which helps a lot in concealing.
But you don’t want to go so small that
your pinkie is left hanging.

Here are some of Glock’s 9mm hand-
guns, but other manufacturer’s
sizes will be roughly the same.
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Safety

Here, we recommend a lack of an external safety.

WHAT?

We believe that the mind is the best safety and that in
the heat of the moment during a self-defense situa-
tion, you might forget to disengage the safety.This takes out a couple of possibilities including the
venerable 1911 which we think is a little too compli-
cated and finicky for the beginner shooter

Sights

Easy, get the night sights since most self-defense en-
counters occur in dimly lit locations.

There are usually night sight models for each of our
recommended pistols.  Or you can always purchase af-
termarket sights and have your gunsmith install them.

Glock Night Sights, USACarry
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Action

We recommend a striker fired handgun for the beginner
and home defense since the trigger pull is nearly
identical every time (at least when compared to a

double action).  An easy way to tell if a handgun is a
striker is that the back of the slide is flat and has no
exposed hammer.Double action pistols such as most Sig Sauer’s and the

Beretta 92FS have a heavy first shot since you are
cocking back the hammer.

What about revolvers?

We love them for their reliability and ease of dealing
with malfunctions (just press again), but we don’t
like their low ammo capacity (5 or 6 compared to 15+

for our recommendations).But we’ll be including one of our favorites that packs
in 7 rounds of .38 special or .357 magnum goodness.

This leaves us with what many call the “plastic fan-
tastic.”

So far with our discussion of caliber, size, safety,
and action, we have the possible candidates that have
had enough history that we can fully recommend them.
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Best Beginner Home Defense
Handguns

1. Glock 17 (Full) or Glock 19
(Compact), Gen 5

Glock 19 Gen 5 (note no finger grooves)

For those of you in handgun restricted states like
California…Gen 3 is fine too (it’s what I have).If you don’t plan on concealed carrying…I would opt
for the Glock 17 full-size.If you are going to go the CCW route or want something
slightly smaller…try out the Glock 19.Make sure you can get all your fingers on the grip.

Again…if I had to recommend one beginner handgun…it’d
be the Glock 19.
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2. Smith & Wesson M&P9 M2.0

The newest version of the venerable M&P (military and
police) is the M&P 2.0.  If there’s a list of best
9mm handguns, this usually makes the top 3.

The original version was rock solid but had a not-so-
great trigger.The M2.0 takes care of that and also adds a more ag-
gressive texturing while still maintaining the abil-
ity to swap out palm swells to match your grip.It fits very well in my hand and although I currently
have the model with the safety…it’s easy to take off
and get some inserts for the holes (and makes it ex-

actly like the non-safety version).Agood choice to see if you agree with my thoughts on
safeties since you can choose either or.

Ichoose it as my runner-up best beginner 9mm handgun.

Smith & Wesson M&P 2.0
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3. Springfield XD Mod 2, Service
Model

The newest version of the Springfield XD.

Another striker-fired reliable gun that got updated
with more aggressive texturing and the favorite stock
trigger in my opinion.  A little mushy but in a good

way.The Service Model means it has a compact barrel but
full-size grip.  Best of both worlds for some!Plus it has a grip safety which means your hand needs
to be firmly on it to fire.I’m ok with this kind of safety since it is more pas-
sive compared to an actual switch you need to flip
when you unholster.However, lack of adjustable backstraps means you gotta
like how it feels in the store since you won’t be
changing it.

XD Mod 2 Service Model
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Sig Sauer P320The newest addition to our list…mainly because we love
to shoot the P320 and because the US Army chose it as
their new sidearm.Agreat alternative to try in your hands besides the
Glock, M&P, and XD.

5. Smith & Wesson Model 686+
Here’s the revolver you’ve

been waiting for…the S&W
Model 686+.  The + means it
holds 7 rounds instead of the
standard 6 rounds you’ve come
to expect from revolvers.Ilike the 4″ barrel since

it’s the Goldilocks length.
Not so short that it’s diffi-
cult to control in firing, but
not so long that it’s un-
wieldy.Plus it will shoot both .38

Special and the more pow-
erful .357 Magnum rounds. S&W 686+
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